**Rekonstructors**

One battle... 3 ways to survive!

Touchez... 3 façons de survivre !

**Razor**

Building System
Système de Construction
"It won't help... through him..." omega x activate "100-0% 100-0%"

"You have a plan to find the source? I'm here..." omega x activate "100-0% 100-0%"

"What the..." omega x activate "100-0% 100-0%"
11 Purple stripes in front
2 The red eyes move up and down
3 Puiperebuyemon vooran

NIGHTHAWKS are powerful enemies. They are
invincibles, they have no weaknesses.
NIGHTHAWKS are great for challenging your
friends. They are very fast and can easily
defeat your opponents.

As they are blasted back, the
NIGHTHAWK's body is transformed,
leaving the one behind.
NIGHTHAWK's body becomes a
different shape, more powerful and
resistant to damage.
POWERCORE REGENERATING UNIT

PARTS COUNT: 25 PARTS IN ALL

- BODY: 1
- ARMS: 2
- LEGS: 3
- HEAD: 1
- EYES: 2
- ANTENNAS: 2
- WINGS: 2
- BELT: 1
- HELMET: 1
- SWORD: 1
- SHIELD: 1
- GEAR: 2

This LEGO set is part of the Battle of the Beasts series and features a unique Powercore Regenerating Unit. The instructions guide you through assembling the various components to create a powerful and versatile LEGO figure. Enjoy building your own LEGO version of this fantastic creature!
Enter THEIR World - Get the Story, Play the Game!

Enter dans LEUR monde - Connais l'histoire, Joue le jeu!

www.REKONSTRUCTORS.com

MEGA BUILD

REMO: ------
TEMPEST: ------
Razor: 18634

Enter all 3 Zellarion creature codes for complete, online MEGA-Build instructions.
Entre les codes de tous les 3 créatures Zellarion pour obtenir en ligne des instructions complètes de MEGA-Build.